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ABSTRACT The information acquisition and automatic processing technology based on visual surveillance
sensors in intelligent transportation system (ITS) has become an important application field of computer
vision technology. The first step of a visual traffic surveillance system usually needs to correctly detect
objects from videos and classify them into different categories. In this paper, the improved spatiotemporal
sample consistency algorithm (STSC) is proposed, to enhance the robustness of background subtraction in
complex scenes. To address this challenge of classifying acquired from visual traffic surveillance sensors in a
particular area in China, improved spatiotemporal sample consistency algorithm is proposed, which consists
of two main stages. In the first stage, the robustness of moving object detection is further provided by the
method we proposed based spatiotemporal sample consistency; in the second stage, we propose the target
classification method based prior knowledge, in addition correcting in tracking progress. The experiments
on the CDnet 2014, MIO-TCD, and BIT-Vehicle show that the method we proposed successfully overcomes
the adverse effects in the complex environment with different shooting angle and resolution taken by single
fixed cameras, besides effectively reduces the false alarm rate of classification.

INDEX TERMS Moving object detection, vehicle type classification, spatio-temporal, monitoring video.

I. INTRODUCTION
The development of artificial intelligence technology has
improved traditional magnetic detector, radar speed measure-
ment, gravity sensors. The traffic information acquisition
equipment has also updated to GPS and video surveillance
system based on computer vision. As a result, traffic conges-
tion evaluation method based on floating vehicle technology
is getting more sophisticated. The video surveillance system
can collect a wealth of information to detect, locate, track
and identify targets in the traffic flow. At the same time,
information such as various traffic parameters can also be
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deduced from this system. To process traffic videos is the key
question in modern intelligent transportation.

In regular traffic system, congestion severity and vehicle
speed are negatively correlated. Current research in traffic
operation evaluation for urban roads mainly considers road
grade and vehicle speed. However, in practice, there are obvi-
ous difference for different types of moving vehicles (such
as lorry and racing car). Therefore, in order to ensure the
credibility of the traffic congestion evaluation results, it is
necessary to accurately distinguish the target types in traffic
monitoring video, so as to minimize the false alarm rate of
vehicle target classification. We need an effective classifica-
tion method to traffic congestion evaluation. Another critical
issue for this method is to comply with local standard for
automobile classification.
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There are two categories of methods to classify vehicles
in the traffic video. The first category is the image segmen-
tation methods based on features. These methods usually
require for heavy computation but are weak to differentiate
motions and stationary targets. Most of them have low recog-
nition rate and high false alarm rate in complex environment.
The second category is deep learning methods. They require
high training sample quantity and high quality computing
environment. However, their main disadvantage is efficiency.
They are difficult to adjust to near-realtime traffic systems.
The Spatio-Temporal Sample Consensus (STSC) has been
developed for good effect on moving target detection. In this
paper, we propose an Improved Spatio-Temporal Sample
Consensus (ISTSC) method. It contains two steps to imple-
ment detection and classification of moving vehicle from
traffic videos collected by fixed cameras. First is to detect
and extract the moving targets in the video by background
subtraction. Second is to identify and classify the foreground
moving targets based prior knowledge.

Moving target detection is the premise of high-level pro-
cessing tasks such as model detection, license plate recog-
nition, vehicle tracking and behavior analysis. Motion target
detection methods can be divided into three types: optical
flowmethod [1], inter-frame difference method [2] and back-
ground subtraction method [3]. The background subtraction
method has complete detection results, simple principle and
good real-time performance. It is one of the most commonly
applied target detection method at present. The key of this
method is to construct a robust background model which
can adapt to the situation challenges in the video sequences
with complex application environments [4]. Many of these
difficulties are related to fixed cameras, such as moving
target in the initial frame, illumination variation, dynamic
background, moving object appearance changes, camera jit-
ter, complex background, noise and shadow. Considering
the challenges above, this paper propose a Spatio-Temporal
Sample Consensus (STSC) method, which focuses on robust
background modeling, foreground threshold segmentation
strategy and model updating, illumination variation solu-
tion, target post-processing and shadow remove, in order to
improve the system robustness. This paper further build a
model to classify the moving target types by the multi-feature
fusion, such as vehicle symmetry, plate number, vehicle sharp
features and other prior knowledge, as well as building cas-
cading classifier, besides correcting target types in tracking
process.

II. RELATED WORK
For traffic monitoring video analysis technology, the lit-
erature [5], [6] introduced the automatic detection method
of traffic events based on trajectory detection. They real-
ized traffic events detection through background extraction,
motion trajectory extraction and so on. Cucchiara proposed
a vehicle detection algorithm based on rule reasoning [7].
Maurin proposed a multi-layer model algorithm, which used
the Kalman Filter Tracking to realize traffic congestion

detection [8]. The Advanced Research Development Activ-
ity (ARDA) Institute of the United States began a VideoAnal-
ysis and Content Extraction (VACE) project in the autumn
of 2003 to detect, identify and track objects by image pro-
cessing in intelligent traffic monitoring.

Since last century, the background subtraction method
has attracted many attentions because of its advantages in
simple principle and complete detection results. Meanwhile
several representative classical algorithms have been put for-
ward. For example, Wren [9] proposed the Tangos back-
ground modeling algorithm based on the statistical char-
acteristics of sequence image pixels in time. Stauffer and
Grimson [10] proposed the hybrid Gaussian modeling algo-
rithm, compared to the Tangos model, which could describe
the multi-peak state of the background, and was suitable for
modeling under the complex background such as tree swing
and illumination gradient, but it had some problems, such
as complex models and slow updating speed; Zivkovic [11]
proposed an improved hybridGaussian backgroundmodeling
method by introducing prior knowledge, which the number
of modes was adaptive, and the learning rate was adjusted
by recursive method online; in order to avoid the influence
of parameter estimation on the background in modeling,
Elgammal [12]–[15] proposed the background subtraction
algorithm of no parameter model based on kernel function
density estimation, which did not make any hypothesis, used
the previous historical information to estimate the future
state, eliminated the influence of parameter selection on the
background model, and improved the stability of the model,
but the disadvantage was that the calculation amount of the
algorithm is large; Kim [16], [17] proposed the Codebook
model by introducing the clustering idea into the background
modeling method, through the calculation of color distortion
and brightness fluctuation range to cluster codeword, the dis-
tinction between the target and the background was achieved,
meanwhile the algorithm had a good real-time performance.
In addition, some common algorithms in other fields, such
as Markov model [18], random condition field [19], image
texture features [20], [21], artificial neural network [19], [22]
and so on, have also been well applied in the field of back-
ground modeling.

In addition to the above target detection methods, the com-
mon detection methods include the image segmentation
method, the point detection method and the target recognition
method. The detection method based on image segmenta-
tion has active contour [23]–[25], edge operator [26], graph
cut [27], mean shift [28], region growth [29] and so on. The
advantage of the point detection is that the feature points do
not change with the illumination intensity and the camera per-
spective. Typical these methods includeMoravec point detec-
tion operator [30], Harris point detection [31], SIFT [32] and
SURF [33] invariant feature point detection. The target recog-
nition method is a detection method that trains classifiers to
automatically obtain the features of specific targets, includ-
ing face detection [34], pedestrian detection [35], vehicle
detection [36] and so on. This type of method needs to
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FIGURE 1. Improved STSC algorithm flow chart.

calibrate many training samples manually in advance and
carry out progressive scanning of the image in the form
of sliding window. What’s more, it requires a lot of prior
knowledge and heavy computation.

Most of methods of vehicle type classification fall into
two categories: model-based methods and appearance-based
methods. Petrovic et al. [9] extracted a great many of
features, such as Sobel edge response, edge orientation,
direct normalized gradients, locally normalized gradients,
and Harris corner response from vehicle frontal view
images to classify vehicle types. Negri et al. [37] presented
a voting algorithm for a multiclass vehicle type recog-
nition system based on oriented contour points. Psyllos
et al. [38] used SIFT features to recognize the logo, man-
ufacture and model of a vehicle. Peng et al. [39] repre-
sented a vehicle by license plate color, vehicle front width,
and type probabilities for vehicle type classification. Zhen
et al. [40] propose an appearance-based vehicle type classi-
fication method from vehicle frontal view images. Besides
other appearance-based methods using vehicle side view
images [41]–[44].

III. IMPROVED SPATIO-TEMPORAL SAMPLE CONSENSUS
We develop a Spatio-Temporal Sample Consensus algorithm,
considering the actual application situation of highway net-
work and the need of detecting the moving vehicles. We,
classifying the moving object by the multi-feature fusion,
and further improves the robustness of illumination variation,
and eliminates the interference of the shadow. The proposed
motion vehicle detection and type classification algo-
rithm of improved spatio-temporal sample consensus show
in Fig.1.

A. BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION
1) BACKGROUND MODELING AND INITIALIZATION
Our algorithm is inspired by the CS-STLTP algorithm [45]
and ViBe algorithm [46]. The Background modeling pro-
cess based on Spatio-temporal information fusion is shown
in Fig.2. The v(x) is used to represent the pixel value of image
midpoint x. The background modeling is as follows:
Step 1: Establish a 1 × n dimension temporal dimension

sample set for pixel x;

T (x) = v0(x), v1(x), · · · , vn−2(x), vn−1(x) (1)

Step 2: Solve V n−1(x), which is the moving average of
T (x), and getting the moving average background model of
the first n frames:

V i+1(x) = (1− a)V i(x)+ av′(x) (2)

where a is the updating rate.
Step 3: Establish a 1 × N dimension background sample

B(x);
Step 4: Initialize the background model randomly extracte

k(k < n) sample pixels from T (x), and add them to B(x).
Then randomly extracte the remaining N − k sample pixels
from the 8-neighborhood space of V n−1(x) to the background
model.

The time domain information effectively solves the phe-
nomenon of ‘‘ghost shadow’’; the calculating of moving aver-
age V n−1(x) can adapt the noise effectively, which also can
mitigate the adverse effects of dynamic background; themov-
ing average spatial information can suppress the interference
of camera jitter effectively.

2) DYNAMIC THRESHOLD CLASSIFY
In this paper, we use dynamic threshold method to classify
the truth foreground pixels. Shannon’s information entropy
theory [47] is a concept aiming at measure information,
which can be used to describe the complexity of an area
of an image, and the difference between pixels and entropy
value is positively correlated. The entropy value of dynamic
background area or object edge is high, and the entropy
value of coherent region such as sky and pavement is low.
We classify the dynamic region and the static region of image
according to the concept of background sample entropy as
follows.

Hx = −
l∑

u=1

pu log pu

pu =

(
M∑
i=1

δ [m (bi)− u]

)
/M (3)

B(x) = {b0, b1, · · · , bN−1} is the background sample
set of the pixel x, NG(x)represents the set of pixels in the
3 × 3 neighborhood of x, pu = {pu}u=1,2,...k refers to the
grayscale probability density of all samples of NG(x), l rep-
resents the quantization level; the pixel bi corresponds to a
characteristic level of m(bi); Dirac function δ [m(bi)− u] is
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FIGURE 2. Background model building sketch.

used to determine whether the color value of pixel bi in the
target image belongs to the u of bin (equal to 1, otherwise
0); M = 3 × 3 × N is the sum of all sample pixels in
spatial neighborhood set NG(x) of pixel x. represents the
entropy value of background pixel x, by using the maximum
inter-class variance method [48], the image can be classified
into complex regions and simple regions.

After classifying the area by background sample entropy,
set a label Label(x) each pixel x which marks whether the
neighborhood of x is a complex background. Define a thresh-
old Tht (x) of x at time as:

Tht (x) =

{
Th+ ησ, Label(x) = 1
Th− ησ, Label(x) = 0

(4)

where Th is global constant, σ is the standard deviation for all
background sample points in the x neighborhood. Tomaintain
an appropriate local thresholds, we set the threshold updating
period to L, while set the maximum and minimum thresholds
Thmax and Thmin.
B(x) = {b0, b1, . . . . . . bN -1} represents background set

of pixel x, V t (x) represents the pixel value of x at time
t , taking the absolute value of the difference of V t (x) and
B(x), the cumulative difference is less than the number of
Tht (x), if the absolute is greater than the threshold 0, then
defining it as the background, otherwise foreground pixel,
M t (x) represents the pixel classification after the mask value,
defined as:

8i(x, t) =

{
1, if

∣∣V ′(x)− bi(x)∣∣ ≤ Tht (x)
0, otherwise

M t (x) =

{
1, if

∑N
i=18i(x, t) < 0

0, otherwise
(5)

We can get a binarization detected foreground by:

x =

{
foreground, if M t (x) = 1
background, if M t (x) = 0

(6)

3) BACKGROUND UPDATING POLICY
In the actual traffic application scenario, background always
changes, so the background model needs to be updated over
time. This paper combines the stochastic updating method in
Vibe algorithm and the overall updating method in SACON
algorithm, then proposes a two-level updating policy, includ-
ing background level updating policy and foreground level
updating policy.
1)Background Updating Policy: When pixel V t (x) is

judged as a background pixel, the older pixel is replaced to
update the temporal sample set T (x) by timing. In order to
suppress the interference of caused by the short-time parking.
We improvement on the basis of ViBe algorithm, which ran-
domly replaces a pixel bi in B(x) with the average value of n
pixel contained in T (x). At the same time, in order tomaintain
the consistency of pixel neighborhood, the same method is
used to update the background sample in GN (x).
2)Foreground Updating Policy: In order to adapt to slight

movement or local action of stationary vehicles, the detected
foreground is divided into Blobthe simply connected domain.
Comparing the nearest Blob in two frames, if its centroid or
number of pixel does not change, the Blob is considered as a
static blob, when designing the number Map for each pixel,
if a Blob is stationary, theMap value of all pixels in the Blob
adda 1. If a Blob is in moving, the Map value is set to Zero.
When theMap, which is the value of the object, is higher than
the threshold β, all pixels contained in the object are updated
to the background pixels.

Mapt (y|y ∈ Blob)=

{
Mapt (y|y∈Blob)+ 1, if Blob is static
0, otherwise

(7)

4) ILLUMINATION VARIATION
The illumination variation can be divided into two cate-
gories, the one whose global illumination mutation follows
the Bayesian division, and the one which is the caused by the
illumination facility switch. First, we divide the image into
blocks with size ofW ×H . The global illumination variation
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judgment as: {
φ = 1, pixf /pixb ≥ r1
φ = 0, otherwise

(8)

where φ = 1 indicated the global illumination variation
happened, φ = 0 indicated not happened, pixf represents
number of pixels in foreground, pixf represents number of
pixels in background.

The illumination variation in block (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) judgment
as: {

φi = 1, Smi/Sti ≥ r3, pix fi /pix
b
i ≥ r2

φi = 0, otherwise
(9)

where Smi represents number of matching feature SIFT
between previous frame in block i, Smi represents total num-
ber of feature SIFT,r1, r2, r3 are thresholds.

5) SHADOW REMOVAL
It is necessary for us to do same job in shadow removing
for improving the accuracy of classification. In this paper,
the method combining color features and contour features
is used to detect the target shadow region. Firstly, open and
close operation is carried out successively for the results of
moving target extraction. The connected domain is marked
to eliminate the isolated region with small area and obtain
several complete foreground target area. The contour of the
moving target is extracted, and the direction of the shadow is
judged according to the contour trend; secondly, the shadow
seed point is obtained according to the contour direction,
as showing in Fig. 3, in which the black dot is used to identify
the significant ‘‘inflection point’’ detected; then the possi-
ble shadow seed points are screened and the ‘‘false shadow
points’’ are excluded according to the spatial characteristics
of the shadow RGB; finally, the exact shadow area is deter-
mined by clustering method as the center of various sub-
points, and the shadow removal of the object is completed.

FIGURE 3. Object contour extraction results, (a) target detection result,
(b) contour extraction result.

B. CLASSIFICATION BASED MULTI-FEATURE FUSION
According to the evaluation index system of traffic conges-
tion in ITS, the collected data only belongs to two kinds
of moving targets: large vehicles and cars. According to the
definition of medium-sized vehicles in National Standards of

the People’s Republic of China, the vehicles that the model
yard is more than 6000mm (including) are defined as large
vehicles. A large variety of moving targets are detected by
traffic video surveillance, especially under the urban traffic
conditions.

In the past studies, there are several methods to classi-
fied targets into different categories. Chen [17] classified the
objects into four main vehicle categories, such as car, van, bus
and motorcycle, Mithun et al. [49] classified them into seven
types, such as motorbike, rickshaw, autorickshaw, car, jeep,
covered-van and bus. In order to evaluate parameters more
accurately in China traffic scenes, we divide them into the
following three types:

Type I (large vehicles): trucks, coaches, buses and trailers.
Type II (cars): Sedan, SUV, MPV and pickup below

medium size.
Type III (others): two-wheeled mopeds, three-wheeled

motorcycles, electric bikes and bicycles, pedestrians,
livestock.

There are obvious differences between the three types of
targets such as plate number, shape characteristic, symme-
try, face features and area features. In order to improve the
classification accuracy, we intend to integrate five features to
form a strong classifier through a number of weak classifier
cascading. In addition correcting target types in tracking
process, the Figure 4 shows the flow of method we proposed
to classify the target into three types.

1) LICENSE PLATE AND SHAPE CHARACTERISTICS
If camera resolution is high enough, without occlusion,
we can get the plate number for accurate vehicle information
by license plate recognition.

According to the National Standards of the People’s
Republic of China ‘‘GB1589-2004 Limits of Dimensions,
Axle Load And Masses for Road Vehicles’’, the width of
license plate of China’s road vehicles is unified to 440mm,
and the width of general passenger cars is 1400mm to
2000mm; the width of license plate of motorcycles is 220mm,
the width of general two-wheeled motorcycles is 300mm
to 1000mm, the maximum width of passenger vehicles and
cargoes is 2500mm.

On the basis of making full use of the prior knowledge of
license plate, which is mentioned in literature [50], a license
plate location method based on HSV color space and math-
ematical morphology was put forward to obtain the position
of vehicle license plate in the foreground target. The accurate
type information of the vehicle can be obtained by retrieving
the license plate information easily. However, in view of
the failure of license plate character recognition caused by
interference factors such as local alteration of license plate,
local occlusion of license plate or Illumination variation, it is
better to classify the target vehicle according to the ratio of
license plate and target width, as well as the ratio of length
and width of the target.

The vehicle is classified by calculating the ratio of the
width wlp of license plate image to the width wveh of vehicle
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FIGURE 4. Flow chart of method to classify targets.

target image. It can be judged by calculating the ratio of
length lveh to width wveh of vehicle in the image. Set the
moving target license plate parameter as LP.When the license
plate area is detected in the target pixel area, LP = 1, other-
wise LP = 0; the target type parameter is Tveh, that is, when
the moving target x is a large vehicle or car, then Tveh = 1;
when the moving target x is a riding target or pedestrian
target, then Tveh = −1, when the target type is uncertain,
then Tveh = 0; set the type parameter as Sr , and under the
condition that the moving target is confirmed to be effective,
that is Tveh = 1, when the target vehicle is a large vehicle,
then Sr = 1, when the target vehicle is a car, then Sr = −1,
when the target type is unknown, then Sr = 0. The classify
methods are as follows:

Tveh =


1,

wlp
wveh

<
1
2.5
, LP = 1

0, else

−1, 1 >
wlp
wveh

>
1
2
, LP = 1

Sr =


1,

wveh

lveh
≤

1
6
, Tveh = 1

0, else

−1,
wveh

lveh
>

2.5
6
, Tveh = 1

(10)

where wlp is the license plate width,. is the vehicle target
image width, lveh is the body image length, wveh is the body
image width, is the license plate parameter, Tveh is the target
effective parameter, Sr is the target type parameter.

We extract video in the road environment with single
camera in this paper. Images usually have large distortion
caused by both projective transform and the lens distortion.
We using geometrical invariability of line to perform camera
self-calibration from a single image which was first proposed
by Fu [51]

2) LICENSE PLATE AND SHAPE CHARACTERISTICS
In the process of automobile design and manufacture, due to
many factors such as manufacturing cost, aesthetics, vehi-
cle breeding and aerodynamic balance, vehicles are basi-

FIGURE 5. symmetry of HOG feature in an image.

cally designed with symmetry, except the special operating
vehicles.

Using the characteristics of contour and texture symmetry
of the vehicle, this paper adopts the method of literature [13]
to divide the vehicle image into two sets of symmetric regions
(Fig. 5) by using the Hog feature.

The shape difference of the lower part of most vehicles is
significant, and in order to avoid the adverse effects on the
detection caused by glass reflection and the characteristics of
the objects in the vehicle, the symmetric regions of HOG3 and
HOG4 are selected as the research objects in this paper. S3
and S4 are eigenvectors of the HOG3 and HOG4 regions
respectively. Each HOG feature is obtained from 8 bin, then
the definition of symmetric vector S3 and S4 as follows [13]:

S3= [s31, s32, S33, S34, S35, S36, S37, S38] (11)

S3j=


hli∑8
k=1 hlk

/
hrj∑8
k=1 hrk

,
hli∑8
k=1 hlk

/
hrj∑8
k=1 hrk

hrj∑8
k=1 hrk

/
hli∑8
k=1 hlk

, other
(12)

S3j represents the symmetrical relationship between left
and right pixel hlj and h̄rj in the image. The symmetric vectors
of symmetric features can be calculated by combining S3
and S4 vectors. The eigenvectors of the left and right sides
in Fig.5 are HL = [hl1, hl2, hl3, hl4, hl5, hl6, hl7, hl8] and
HR = [hr1, hr2, hr3, hr4, hr5, hr6, hr7, hr8], HL and H̄R are
symmetrical.

HR = [hr1, hr2, hr3, hr4, hr5, hr6, hr7, hr8]T

= [hr1, hr2, hr3, hr4, hr5, hr6, hr7, hr8] (13)
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FIGURE 6. Examples of classification by face features. (a) Example of
type I; (b) Example of type III.

Through the comparison of the HOG eigenvectors above,
the detection target can be identified as whether a vehicle or
not. In order to further adapt to the responsible environment,
as well as improve the operation speed and accuracy, theHOG
features are layered, and the principal component analy-
sis (PCA) is used to extract the feature and reduce the eigen-
vector dimension. The hierarchical methods are: (1) Divide
the grayscale image area into 9 blocks, (2) Dividing each
block into 4 cells, (3) Divide each cell into 8 bins.

3) FACE FEATURES
For the actual road targets, the human face is one of the main
characteristics when the target is oriented to the video acquisi-
tion equipment. The classification method-based features are
as follows:

Tveh =

−1,
wveh
wface

< 2.5

0, otherwise
(14)

where wface is the width of the face image detected in the
foreground area.

The examples of classification by face features in type I
and type III were presented by Fig.6.

The size of the projection area of an object in a image
is inversely proportional to the distance between object and
the lens. So, on the basis of some of the target types that
have been identified, we can classify the target types through
the comparison of areas with them. is the targets set have
been extracted by the camera, the target image a, b ∈ R,
classification is as follows:

T bveh =


1, Lb ≥ La, Ab ≥ Aa, T aveh = 1
0, else
−1, Lb ≥ La, Ab ≥ Aa, T aveh = −1

Lr =
√
x2r + y2r

A = τn (15)

where lveh is the body image length, wveh is the body image
width, Tveh refers to the target effective parameter, Sr rep-
resents the target type parameter, the distance between the
moving target centroid and the camera is Lr , x, y are the
moving target centroid coordinates,A is the target image pixel
area, τ refers to a single pixel area, and n is the target image
number of pixels.

FIGURE 7. Example of an area comparison method in type I.(a) Target
a;(b) Target b.

FIGURE 8. Example of an area comparison method in type II. (a) Target
a;(b) Target b.

The examples of area comparison method in type I and
type II were presented by Fig.7 and Fig.8 respectively.

4) CONSTRUCTION OF CASCADING CLASSIFIER
Traditional classification has a high false positive rate, and
there are higher requirements for training sample through
the deep learning. In order to deal with the influence of
the complex environment in the actual situations, the prior
knowledge of the vehicle appearance is used to gradually
filter positive sample targets, which has a small amount of
computation. By investing more time in the region of the
target which is difficult to identify, the detection speed is
effectively improvedwhile the false alarm rate is significantly
reduced. In practical application situation, several weak clas-
sifiers are generally combined into one classifier.

5) TRACKING CORRECTION
In this paper, we establish a tracking target database, which
was used to correct target types in tracking process. Zik =
(x, y, vx , vy,w, h, lpn, ID, Sta,Tveh, Sr ) represents the infor-
mation of the historical target i in the frame k , where x, y
represent the location of the target, (vx , vy)represent the speed
in the horizontal and vertical directions, w, h represent the
width and height of the tracking frame, lpn represents the
plate number, Sta is state identifier.

IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. EVALUATION DATASET
1) CDnet2014 DATASET
Formoving object detection performance evaluation, we used
the CDnet2014 benchmark data set proposed in [56],
CDnet2014 dataset contains 11 video categories with
4-6 videos sequences in each category. The scenarios used
to evaluate different methods contain bad weather, baseline,
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FIGURE 9. Reclassification of MIO-TCD dataset. (a) Type I includes articulated truck, bus, single unit truck and work wan; (b) Type II
includes car, pickup truck; (c) Type III includes bicycle, motorcycle and pedestrian.

FIGURE 10. Reclassification of BIT-Vehicle dataset. (a) Type I includes minivan, bus and truck; (b) Type II includes
sedan, microbus suv.

camera jitter, dynamic background, intermittent motion
object and shadow.

2) MIO-TCD DATASET
MIO-TCD [57] is the largest dataset for motorized traffic
analysis to date, which includes 11 traffic object classes such
as cars, trucks, buses, motorcycles, bicycles, pedestrians.
It contains 786,702 annotated images acquired at different
times of the day and different periods of the year by hundreds
of traffic surveillance cameras deployed across Canada and
the United States. The dataset consists of two parts: a ‘‘local-
ization dataset’’, containing 137,743 full video frames with
bounding boxes around traffic objects, and a ‘‘classification
dataset’’, containing 648,959 crops of traffic objects from the
11 classes, We reclassified the dataset into three categories as
show in Fig.9.

3) BIT-VEHICLE DATASET
The BIT-Vehicle dataset [40] was used to test our
method. The BIT-Vehicle dataset contains 9,850 vehicle
images. There are images with sizes of 1600*1200 and
1920*1080 captured from two cameras at different time
and places in the dataset. The images contain changes in

the illumination condition, the scale, the surface color of
vehicles, and the viewpoint. The top or bottom parts of some
vehicles are not included in the images due to the capturing
delay and the size of the vehicle. The dataset can also be
used for evaluating the performance of vehicle detection. All
vehicles in the dataset are divided into six categories: Bus,
Microbus, Minivan, Sedan, SUV, and Truck. The number of
vehicles per vehicle type are 558, 883, 476, 5,922, 1,392, and
822, respectively.6 vehicle types, 9,850 images. We reclassi-
fied the dataset into two categories as show in Fig.10.

B. PERFORMANCE MEASURE
There are sevenmetrics used in above datasets, the definitions
of those metrics are as below [15], [56], [57]:

F −measure =
2× precision × recall

precision recall
,

PWC = 100×
FN + FP

TP+ FN + FP+ TN
,

specificity =
TN

FP+ TN
,

Precision =
TP

TP+ FP
,
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FIGURE 11. Comparison of the segmentation outputs, (a) The scenes winter driveway (intermittent object motion); (b) The scenes
fountain (dynamic back ground). The first column is the input image, the second column is its ground truth image, the third column
represents the output of the KDE [12]. The fourth column is the output of the AGMM [52], the fifth column represents the output of the
Vibe [46], the sixth column represents the output of the PBAS [53], the seventh column represents the output of the SUBSENCE [54],
the eighth column represents the output of the IUTIS-5 [55] and the last column shows the output of ours. Gray pixels in the ground truth
segmentation indicate pixels which are not of interest.

TABLE 1. Average evaluation metrics of seven methods on CDnet 2014 dataset.

Recall =
TP

TP+ FN
,

FNR =
FN

FN + TP
,

FPR =
FP

FP+ TN
(16)

C. RESULTS OF DETECTION
1) QUALITATIVE
We choose six representative scenes from each category of
CDnet2014, they are highway, bad weather, dynamic back
ground, camera Jitter, intermittent object motion and shadow.
We visually compare them with each other and against the
ground truth. As show in Fig.11 (a), our method has better
robustness in winter driveway scenes (intermittent object
motion), which has challenges such as illumination variation,
moving object appearance changes, complex background and
shadow, Fig.11 (b) shows the effect of our method in fountain

scenes (dynamic back ground). The results of six methods
mentioned above are from CDnet2014 and they are presented
in Fig.12 with ours.

2) QUANTITATIVE
Seven metrics on above six scenes of CDnet 2014 dataset
were calculated under all methods, and the results are pre-
sented in Table.1. We notice that our method achieves a
promising result compared with the other six methods, espe-
cially obtains the best in terms of ‘‘PWC’’, ‘‘F-measure’’ and
‘‘Precision’’. The details of each metrics of different methods
in six senses are presented in Fig.13

D. EVALUATION DATASET
Since our classification method is based on the prior knowl-
edge of vehicle features, there is no need for training. The
classification method is based on the national standards of
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FIGURE 12. Results of six classical methods compared with ours. From first column to sixth column are the scenes:
Highway (baseline), fountain (dynamic back ground), boulevard (camera Jitter), winter driveway (intermittent object
motion), bungalows (shadow) and blizzard (bad weather); from first row to last row are input, ground truth, the results of
KDE, AGMM, Vibe, PBAS, SUBSENSE, IUTIS-5 and ours.

TABLE 2. Classification confusion matrix on the MIO-TCD classification
challenge dataset.

vehicle and license plate in China. The BIT-Vehicle dataset
was selected to validate our method, however, the BIT-
Vehicle dataset does not contain type targets, so the perfor-
mance of the MIO-TCD dataset was calculated and common
verify the effective of our method.

1) RESULTS ON MIO-TCD DATASET
The MIO-TCD test dataset contains 89357 images can be
divided into three types: typeI: 8868, typeII: 77858, typeIII:

TABLE 3. The overall results on the MIO-TCD dataset.

2631, TABLE2 present the classification confusion matrix of
the proposed method on the MIO-TCD classification chal-
lenge dataset.

The performance comparison with other models are shown
in TABLE 3, with regard to the overall performance, we got
0.9782 classification accuracy, 0.0177 FRP of type I, and
0.0217 FRP of type II. Since the randomness of MIO-TCD
test dataset contains image shooting angle and low resolution,
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FIGURE 13. Each metrics comparison of different methods for six scenes. (a) The recall of different methods; (b) The Specificity of different
methods; (c) The FPR of different methods; (d) The FNR of different methods; (e) The PWC of different methods; (f) The F-measure of
different methods; (g) The Precision of different methods.

besides image were taken in North America. We did not get
good effect in accuracy, but done well in FRP.

2) RESULTS ON BIT-VEHICLE DATASET
The BIT-Vehicle test dataset contains 89357 images which
can be divided into three types: type I 1856, type II 8197.

TABLE 4 present the classification confusion matrix of the
proposed method on the BIT-Vehicle dataset. The perfor-
mance comparison with other models are shown in TABLE 5,
with regard to the overall performance, we got a classification
accuracy of 0.9922, 0.0075 FRP of type I, and 0.0078 FRP of
type II.
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TABLE 4. Classification confusion matrix on the BIT-Vehicle dataset.

TABLE 5. The overall results on the BIT-Vehicle dataset.

Due to the high definition of the vehicle frontal view
images contained in the BIT-Vehicle dataset, additional
images are captured from two cameras in China. Our method
performs better on BIT-Vehicle dataset than MIO-TCD test
dataset, both of accuracy and FRP.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In complex environment, there are many interference factors
in the detection and classification of vehicles in traffic moni-
toring video streaming. In order to reduce the false alarm rate,
this paper proposes a motion vehicle detection and type clas-
sification algorithm named improved spatio-temporal sample
consensus (ISTSC). It first takes the spatio-temporal sam-
ple consensus algorithm to detect moving objects, from the
interference of illumination variation and shadow on vehicle
identification. Secondly, it classify the objects through the
feature fusion methods considering vehicle symmetry, plate
number, area, sharp and face features. Experimental results
on three prevalent data sets showed the good effectiveness of
our method on vehicle detection and type classification.

Through the experimental analysis of the actual road traffic
monitoring video data, the method proposed in this paper has
obvious advantages in false alarm rate and real-time perfor-
mance. It can fulfill the accuracy requirements of road traffic
condition evaluation based on the video speed measurement.
In the future, the focus of the study will be the detection of
vehicles and the further segmentation of confusing vehicle
models, under the situation of low Illumination at night.
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